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Water Proof Automation Part Turn 

Electric Actuator 

AOX Water proof Automation part turn 

electric actuator is suitable for switching 

small ball / plug valves and air valve 

automation. AOX Water proof Automation 

part turn electric actuator in the practical 

application of the innovative product design 

concept has been many attention and recognition. AOX has its own factory in 

China.Choose AOX is a professional choice,AOX will wholeheartedly provide 

you with quality products and efficient service. 
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valves and air valve automation. AOX Water proof Automation part turn electric actuator in the 

practical application of the innovative product design concept has been many attention and 

recognition. AOX has its own factory in China.Choose AOX is a professional choice,AOX will 

wholeheartedly provide you with quality products and efficient service. 
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AOX Water proof automation part turn electric actuator Introduction 

 

AOX Water proof automation part turn electric actuators are suitable for small space, and are 

designed for the automation of butterfly valves, ball valves, dampers and rotary machines. Widely 

used in petroleum, chemical, water treatment, shipping, paper, power plant, heating, light industry 

and other industries. AOX Water proof automation part turn electric actuator for a variety of harsh 

industrial applications with high positioning accuracy and compact structure. AOX is the preferred 

supplier of many large enterprises.We look forward to becoming your long-term partner in China. 
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AOX Water proof automation part turn electric actuator Parameter 

(Specification) 

 

AOX Water proof Automation part turn electric actuator Feature And 

Application 

Power: AC85 265V ,AC380V, AC/DC24V multi power input, 

AC 220V/110V/AC 24V/DC 24V single power input. 

Environment temp: -20℃~70℃. 

Related humidity: <90%(25℃). 

Environment: Without any high corrosion and explosion medium. 

Working time: S1 long time standard for both On-off and modulating type. 
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AOX Water proof Automation part turn electric actuator details 

1. Compact design:Small, light and compact design, high torque and various control option will meet 

your specific requirement. 

2. Fully enclosed squirrel-cage asynchronous motor:The motor of AOX water proof automation part 
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turn electric actuator is a specially designed induction motor that produces high starting torques and 

thermally protected from overheating. 

3.Simple manual structure:The manual operation of AOX water proof automation part turn electric 

actuator is designed with spanner,it’s safe, reliable, labor-saving. 

 

 


